2019 FGBC Green Building Certification Award Finalists

FGBC Builder of the Year - Most Homes Certified – Multi-Family
- Keys Affordable Development LLC
- Lennar Homes – SW
- Pinnacle Housing Group
- Taylor Morrison Homes
- Volunteers of America

FGBC Builder of the Year - Most Homes Certified – Single-Family
- Lennar Homes - SW
- Neal Communities
- Premier Construction & Development
- Pulte Group
- Mattamy Homes

Highest Scoring Home – Multi-Family
- Keys Affordable Development LLC

Highest Scoring Home – Single-Family
- Alys Beach Construction
- 724 Plantation LLC

Highest Scoring Project – Commercial
- CF Levy Campus – Building L1 St. John Educational Center
- Indian River County GoLine Transfer Hub
- Mercy Hospital Medical Office Building

Highest Scoring Project – High-Rise Residential
- Aria on the Bay
- Artisan Mix Use
- Brickell Heights 1 & 2
- Gables Columbus Center
- Grand Palms / Bradenton Senior Village
- Grove Station Tower
- ICON Harbour Island
- Karis Village
- Lotus Village
- Square Station

Land Development
- Babcock Ranch

Highest Scoring Local Government
City
- Coral Springs
- DeLand
- North Miami
- Palmetto Bay

County
- Tarpon Springs
- Osceola
Highest Scoring Home finalists are:

**Single-Family:**
- 724 Plantation LLC ....................................... 724 Plantation Court Marco Island
- Alys Beach Construction .................. 103 North Charles Street Alys Beach
- Alys Beach Construction .................. 109 North Charles Street Alys Beach
- Alys Beach Construction .................. 19 Sugar Loaf Alley Alys Beach
- Alys Beach Construction .................. 24 Sea Star Court Alys Beach
- Alys Beach Construction .................. 37 Sugar Loaf Alley Alys Beach
- Alys Beach Construction .................. 39 South McGee Drive Alys Beach
- Alys Beach Construction .................. 45 La Garza Court Alys Beach
- Alys Beach Construction .................. 59 McGee Drive Panama City
- Alys Beach Construction .................. 97 North Charles Street Alys Beach

**Multi-Family:**
- Keys Affordable Development LLC 751 73rd Street Ocean Unit 101 Marathon
- Keys Affordable Development LLC 751 73rd Street Ocean Unit 102 Marathon
- Keys Affordable Development LLC 751 73rd Street Ocean Unit 103 Marathon
- Keys Affordable Development LLC 751 73rd Street Ocean Unit 104 Marathon
- Keys Affordable Development LLC 751 73rd Street Ocean Unit 105 Marathon
- Keys Affordable Development LLC 751 73rd Street Ocean Unit 106 Marathon
- Keys Affordable Development LLC 751 73rd Street Ocean Unit 107 Marathon
- Keys Affordable Development LLC 751 73rd Street Ocean Unit 108 Marathon
- Keys Affordable Development LLC 751 73rd Street Ocean Unit 109 Marathon
- Keys Affordable Development LLC 751 73rd Street Ocean Unit 110 Marathon

**2019 FGBC Certifying Agent of the Year Finalist**

- Randy Conn E S Green & Co, LLC
- Tom Karras E3 Building Sciences
- Richard Lightner
- Ryan McCracken SkyeTec
- Pieter Opperman All Star Energy Rater Inc
- Lisa Pearcy 15 Lightyears
- Nate Ritter GreenBuilt Solutions, LLC
- Drew Smith Two Trails, Inc
- Michael Sollitto Habitat for Humanity So. Sarasota Co., Inc
- Joseph Weaver Rated Green, Inc